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Small Satellite Risk Assessment & Best Practice Guide 
Why it exists, how it helps, and what it looks like

• Why: Resource-constrained smallsat programs must balance tradeoffs
in schedule, process rigor, and system performance

– System development and process gaps
– Unrecognized or accumulated risks

• How: Low-threshold, adaptable mechanism to identify program risks and
provide recommendations consistent with "smallsat culture" risk posture

– Is an appropriate level of process rigor applied given objectives and constraints?
– Is the project on track to pass the next project gate?
– Are there any risks that are not being addressed?
– Is there agreement on where the highest risks lie?
– Are there any gaps that will inhibit the success of the program?

GATHER DATA RECOMMENDASSESS
Process at a Glance
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Small Satellite Risk Assessment

Unique, agile, flexible risk assessment methodology to identify watch items

• Focused on the program’s risk posture
– Size, cost, and mission agnostic

• Structured risk assessment guides the process
– Tailorable to support speed and depth of analysis
– Risk assessment identifies risks, SSBP team 

and/or program team can work mitigation
• Toolbox built from Aerospace IRAD, supporting 

several programs with direct customer funding
– Compiles experiences and lessons learned from 

many previous missions
• Schedule, cost, and technical risks

– Distills watch items and areas for attention
• Highly tailorable, flexible process

– Any level of depth or effort
– Targeted reach-back to select SMEs

• “Agile” risk assessment methodology
– Cycle of surveying, identifying, and monitoring
– Captures cross-program lessons learned

Survey 
Program

Identify RisksMonitor Watch 
Items

Track Lessons 
Learned

Tailor 
Questionnaire

Assess Impacts

Agile Risk 
Assessment

Throughout 
Program Life 

Cycle and Across 
Programs

QuestionnaireTailorable to meet the need
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Small Satellite Risk Assessment Process
Data Gathering

Facilitated/Unfacilitated Interview 
Questions or Document Review

– Provides assessment team with 
background to conduct the high-level 
risk assessment

– Leading questions and reasoning can 
enable program to self-realize gaps

– Can be used as checklist

Documented interview questions
– Consistency
– Process improvement
– Development of a program-specific 

“risk profile”
Interview Questionnaire

Establishes baseline level of information and documentation to conduct the assessment

https://aerospacecloud.sharepoint.com/:w:/r/sites/SSMA/_layouts/15/Doc.aspx?sourcedoc=%7B27607EAC-371D-4E10-9304-0BDE96605741%7D&file=Questions%20for%20Improving%20Mission%20Success%20NSS%20Version%200.1.docx&action=default&mobileredirect=true
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Small Satellite Risk Assessment Process
Risk Assessment

Establishes a base list of potential risk and issue areas for further examination.
Provides an immediate mechanism to find mitigations.

• Tailorable listing of ~600 questions to assess project risks and issues
– Tagged by phase, level of detail, and topic area to facilitate rapid tailoring
– Typically tailored down by team to ~50-100 questions
– Format and macros provide immediate feedback in identifying potential risk areas

• Each risk includes a pointer to a list of pertinent resources and a cross-reference 
to the small satellite best practices guide

• Includes link to provide feedback to the team to improve the assessment package
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Small Satellite Risk Assessment Process
Risk Mitigation Recommendation

Small Satellite Best Practices Guide can be used as a stand-alone product
• Segmented by topic area and filtered by program phase
• When used with the Risk Assessment, can generate a full risk and mitigation 

package
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Small Satellite Best Practices Guide Approach
Background and Perspective

• Several ongoing efforts at the Aerospace Corporation to establish Mission 
Assurance practices for small satellites

• Smallsat IRAD is a “bottom-up” approach to the Mission Assurance problem
– Given our experience with small satellites, what do we feel are the most useful 

methods and practices to ensure mission success?
– Not a “paring-down” of a traditional Mission Assurance standards, per se

• Traditional MA practices cited as reference where applicable

SSBP Guide is: SSBP Guide is not:
 Tailorable
 Easy to understand
 Multiple use cases
 Based off firsthand experience 

and lessons learned
 Actionable

× Comprehensive
× Prescriptive
× Authoritative

Small Satellite Best Practices guide seeks to address unique smallsat MA needs
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Project XYZ Technical Assessment

Final Deliverable

• No one-size-fits-all solutions
• May take the form of:

– A series of SME-focused conversations
– A briefing
– A formal report

Tailored to Meet the Programs Specific Needs
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In Summary

• The Small Sat Risk Assessment can be introduced at any point within the 
lifecycle of the mission – agile and tailorable process

– Has been demonstrated from the front of the V to the back
– Emphasis changes as program matures

• Best practices are captured and continually updated, creating a living process 
for living programs

• Successfully used to support government missions across the space 
enterprise. A subset of success stories include:

– Limiting scope creep and flagging watch items
– Identifying risks in specific program elements resulting in continued support
– Validating risk posture and providing SME speed-dial
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